ICME GPU CLUSTER USAGE POLICY

• The Institute for Computational and Mathematical Engineering GPU Cluster is a resource that is used for learning GPU programming and as a resource for using GPU's in research. Many people use the ICME GPU Cluster and the load on the system requires that a workload manager be implemented. For this reason connecting directly to individual nodes is prohibited.
• Please be aware of other users on the system and please do not capture/hold resources. The workload manager is being constantly adjusted to meet the needs of all who use it. If there is an issue please contact Brian Tempero at btempeo@stanford.edu.
• Once an account is requested it cannot be shared with other individuals. Usage is tracked on the system for statistical measures and user usage is part of this equation.
• Please only have 3 ssh sessions open at any one time. The main purpose of the system is to launch a job and come back once it is complete to process results.
• The GPU cluster is only for processing jobs through GPU resources.

Violations to the usage policy can lead to account restriction to account deletion and expulsion from the system.

This document is a living document so changes/amendments will be ongoing.